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This was an interesting winter from several standpoints.  The trend of 
unexpected winter occurrences and earlier arrivals in “spring” continued. Mid-winter 
records of several species were notable: Rock Wren, Marsh Wren, American Pipit, 
Pine Warbler, and Chipping Sparrow.  Rarities (see below) that could be considered 
in this category as well were Golden-crowned Sparrow and Lesser Goldfinch.  For 
earlier arrivals, there was a noticeable influx 14-18 Feb of various species that 
provided rather early dates for those species.  In this group were Blue-winged Teal, 
Ruddy Duck, Double-crested Cormorant, American White Pelican, and Turkey 
Vulture. 
Some amazing numbers were reported, including a careful estimate of 
1,074,080 Snow Geese flying over Nuckolls Co with 2% embedded Ross’s Geese, or 
some 21,482.  If you still need to see a Eurasian Collared-Dove, 1450 were reported 
on the Scottsbluff CBC.  At the other end of the numbers spectrum were three 
finches, Red Crossbill, Common Redpoll, and Pine Siskin.  No redpolls were 
reported, only one (!) Red Crossbill, and perhaps 60 siskins including CBC counts. 
Important distributional records were photographically-confirmed 
occurrences of Red-bellied Woodpecker and Northern Cardinal in Sheridan Co at the 
extreme northwestern edge of their ranges, and the westernmost Barred Owl location 
known to date in the Republican River Valley in Harlan Co.  
A couple of miscellaneous items of interest to some are the occurrences of 
Egyptian Goose and possible African Collared-Dove, and of course the wayward 
Greater Prairie-Chicken that spent a night in the Lincoln Haymarket district. 
This winter had plenty to offer in the rarity department, other than the 
aforementioned wintering Golden-crowned Sparrow and easterly Lesser Goldfinch.  
The state’s first Anna’s Hummingbird persisted until 9 Dec, its 4th Brambling 
obliged many at the Padelford residence (raising the question of how many were at 
feeders of non-birders?), and its 5th Canyon Wren was a prize for those who made 
the off-road trek to a remote Sandhills ranch.  A genuine rarity was the occurrence of 
a gray Hermit Thrush in Frontier Co that raises interesting questions about the 
subspecies that pass through western parts of Nebraska.  
As always, I welcome your comments, corrections of fact, and general 
thoughts.  After all, much of this is my personal opinion, albeit hopefully factually-





ABA: American Birding Association 
ad: adult 
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BOL: Branched Oak L, Lancaster Co 
CBC: Christmas Bird Count 
CBL: Capitol Beach L, Lincoln 
Cem: Cemetery 
CL: Carter L, Omaha 
EED: Expected Early Date 
ELD: Expected Late Date 
fem: female 
FF: Fontenelle Forest, Sarpy Co 
FL: Forest Lawn Cem, Douglas Co 
GPD: Gavins Point Dam, Cedar Co 
HCR: Harlan Co Res., Republican City 
HL: Holmes L, Lincoln 
ICSP: Indian Cave SP, Nemaha/Richardson Cos 
imm: immature 
juv: juvenile 
LM: L McConaughy, Keith Co 
LNB: Lakes North and Babcock, Platte Co 
LO: L Ogallala, Keith Co 
m. ob.: many observers  
NC: Nature Center 
NEBirds: Nebraska Birds Yahoo Group 
NGPC: Nebraska Game & Parks Commission 
NM: National Monument 
NNF: Nebraska National Forest 
NWR: National Wildlife Refuge 
Res: Reservoir 
PL: Pawnee L, Lancaster Co 
PSP: Ponca SP, Dixon Co 
RWB: Rainwater Basin, including several south-central and southeastern playa   
basins 
SCP: Spring Creek Prairie, Lancaster Co 
SHP: State Historical Park 
SL: Sewage Lagoon(s) 
SP: State Park 
SRA: State Recreation Area 
WMA: (State) Wildlife Management Area 
WPA: (Federal) Waterfowl Production Area 
 
OBSERVERS 
AG: Alan Grenon, Seattle, WA 
AGr: Annette Gruber, eBird 
AK: Alice Kenitz, Gering 
ARy: Al Reyer, Bellevue 
AWa: Anita Watkins, eBird 
BB: Ben Brogie, Creighton 
BBr: Barbara Brown, eBird 
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BFH: Bill F. Huser, South Sioux City 
BLu: Bill Luedtke, eBird 
BNi: Bob Nieman, eBird 
BP: Brian Peterson, Omaha 
BW: Bob Wells, Omaha 
BWo: Barb Woodbeck, eBird 
CBa: Carla Barbaro, eBird  
CCr: Charlotte Croshaw, Fremont 
CMc: Coni McCune, eBird 
CNK: Clem N. Klaphake, Bellevue 
CWo: Chris Wood, eBird 
D&JP: Don & Jan Paseka, Ames  
DCo: Darryl Colgren, eBird 
DE: Dave Ely, eBird 
DGl: Don Glasgow, eBird 
DH: Dave Heidt, Norfolk 
DHo: Dan Holiday, eBird 
DKl: Douglas Klein, eBird 
DL: Dan Leger, Lincoln 
DMa: Danny Mag, eBird 
DSt: Dave Stage, Elkhorn 
EA: Edward Allen, Lincoln 
EB: Elliott Bedows, Bellevue 
EJa: Esa Jarvi, Lincoln 
ERa: Edward Raynor, Lincoln 
ETH: Ethan T. Hutton, eBird   
GHo: George Howell Jr., eBird 
GR: Gary Roberts, Fremont 
GSm: Gary Small, eBird 
IHo: Ian Hoppe, eBird 
J&GB: Jay & Ginger Belsan, Ogallala 
JBa: Jesse Barry, eBird  
JG: Joe Gubanyi, Denton  
JGJ: Joel G. Jorgensen, Lincoln 
JHo: Julie Holly, eBird 
JJ: Jan Johnson, Wakefield  
JLe: John Leszczynski, eBird 
JLL: Jeanine L. Lackey, Bellevue 
JMt: Jean Martin, eBird 
JR: Justin Rink, Omaha 
JSc: Jen Schurman, eBird 
JSw: Josh Sweet, eBird 
JT: Jerry Toll, Omaha 
KCo: Kelly Corman, eBird 
KD: Kathy DeLara, Mitchell 
KGo: Katie Gooby, Omaha 
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KHa: Kadynn Hatfield, eBird 
LB: Laurel Badura, Kearney 
LDe: Linda Deeds, North Platte  
LE: Larry Einemann, Lincoln 
LF: Larry Falk, Nebraska City 
LPl: Linda Plock, eBird 
LR: Lanny Randolph, Minden 
M&CVDB: Michael & Cynthia Van Den Broeke, Lincoln  
MB: Mark Brogie, Creighton 
MBe: Matt Beisel, eBird 
MCe: Michael Cerizo, eBird 
MH: Mace Hack, Omaha 
MHu: Mark Humpert, eBird 
MKr: Mary Krieser, Lincoln 
MN: Marsha Nyffeler, Columbus 
MSS: Mary Sue Shoemaker, North Platte  
MSh: Matt Shurtliff, Omaha 
MW: Michael Willison, Lincoln 
MWi: Michael Williams, eBird 
NR: Neal Ratzlaff, Omaha 
P&BB: Phil & Barbara Barnett, eBird  
PCo: Pat Cole, eBird 
PD: Paul Dunbar, Hastings 
PSa: Phyllis Salyards, eBird 
RD: Roger Dietrich, Yankton, SD 
RE: Rick Eades, Lincoln 
RH: Robin Harding, Minden 
RHe: Robert Hewitt, eBird 
RM: Robert Manning, Omaha 
RS: Rick Schmid, Omaha 
RSg: Ruben Siegfried, Gering 
RSt: Ruth Stearns, Lincoln 
SJD: Stephen J. Dinsmore, Ames, IA 
SKr: Steve Kruse, Lincoln  
SM: Steve Morris, Grand Island 
SMa: Sam Manning, Omaha     
SMl: Steve Mlodinow, eBird 
ASp: Anne Spilker, Seward 
SQ: Susan Quinn, Nebraska City 
TEL: Thomas E. Labedz, Lincoln 
TG: Tom Gannon, Lincoln  
TJW: T.J. Walker, Brady 
TLo: Taylor Long, eBird 
TMo: Tom Moser, eBird 
TPo: Tammy Pollard, eBird 
WBe: Wendy Becker, eBird 
WF: William Flack, Kearney 
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WJH: Wilma J. Heinowski, eBird 
WM: Wayne Mollhoff, Ashland 
WRS: W. Ross Silcock, Tabor, IA 





Black-bellied Whistling-Duck: The 18th record for the state and third in Dec was of 
one shot near Waterloo, Douglas Co, 6 Dec (photo; fide JGJ). 
Greater White-fronted Goose: One to two at CL during Jan (JR) were apparently 
wintering in the area; they were joined by 87 rather early migrants 3 Feb 
(JR).  Migrants arrived early at BOL, where 71 were counted 23 Jan (LE).  
Previous EEDs were 2-6 Feb for arriving flocks.  Rare in spring in the west, 
the only Panhandle report was of 10 in Scotts Bluff Co 19 Feb (fide WRS). 
Greylag Goose: Two at Lakeside Park, Douglas Co, 13 Jan 2017 were described as 
“resident” there (TPo).  This species is not on the Official List of Nebraska 
Birds, but should be tracked in the event feral flocks establish. 
Snow Goose: Huge numbers were in the state this spring; a carefully-documented 
estimate was made of 1,074,080 passing over Nuckolls Co from 10:20 am 
to 12:16 pm on 4 Feb (DE).  Previous spring estimates in central Nebraska 
have ranged up to 2,000,000, but this is the highest careful count on record.  
Similarly, an estimate of 150,000 was made of a flock flying over Nemaha 
Co 11 Feb (JGJ), the second-highest spring tally in the east.  Early flocks 
were the 175 in Lincoln Co 23 Jan (TJW) and 3770 over Nuckolls Co 29 
Jan (DE); usually spring flocks arrive mid-Feb. 
Ross’s Goose: As might be expected from the large numbers of Snow Geese this 
early spring, Ross’s Geese were numerous also.  The huge flock of Snow 
Geese over Nuckolls Co 4 Feb (see that species) was estimated to include 
2% Ross’s Geese, or 21,482 birds (DE); previous high was 5600.  
Overwintering is rare; 1 to 2 were at CL through at least 5 Feb (BP, m. ob.).  
Earliest migrants were 25 in Lincoln Co 23 Jan (TJW). 
Cackling Goose: The 2000 at LNB 2 Dec (JGJ) was second-highest on record for 
fall; previous highs were 700-5042.  
Canada Goose: Reports were routine of this locally abundant statewide winter 
visitor. 
Mute Swan: None were reported of this less-than-annual eastern winter visitor. 
Trumpeter Swan: This species is becoming ubiquitous in winter; largest flocks are 
reported in the east, using favored locations like CL, where peak count was 
103 on 21 Jan (JR).  The first reported at CL were 11 on 22 Dec (JR), and 
numbers declined rapidly from mid-Feb, with 74 on 5 Feb (JMt) but only 
14, the last report, on 12 Feb (JR).  Even larger tallies were reported on 
CBCs in the east: 135 at DeSoto NWR 30 Dec (fide JT) and 114 at Calamus 
Res, Loup and Garfield Cos, 27 Dec (fide DH).  The high counts cited here 
are three of the five highest on record, the 135 at DeSoto NWR a new 
record. 
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Tundra Swan: Along with the large increase in numbers of Trumpeter Swans in 
recent years, this species, formerly only a rare spring and fall migrant in 
Mar and Nov, is increasingly found wintering with Trumpeters.  There were 
no reports of Tundra Swans until Jan, when large flocks of Trumpeters 
appeared; first reported were 2-3 at CL 3 Jan (SMa, BP).  Peak count at CL 
was the 6 that wintered there, the last report of 2 on 8 Feb (JR).  BOL also 
hosted wintering swans, including a single Tundra and 5 Trumpeters 14-23 
Jan (SKr, m. ob.).  Up to 4 were at DeSoto NWR 27 Jan-5 Feb (DMa, BP); 
two there 21 Feb (CNK) may have been part of that group, but also may 
have been traditional spring migrants.  EEDs for spring migrants are 25-27 
Feb, and so the 5 in Dakota Co 21 Feb (JJ), unreported there during Jan, 
were probably traditional spring migrants.     
Egyptian Goose: One at HL 13 Dec (LE photo) was the 8th record of this species, 
all of single birds and with no pattern of occurrence.  This suggests non-
wild birds.  We track such sightings for the record; there is a feral 
population in northwest Arkansas that may be a source of these birds, much 
like the occasional occurrences of Mandarin Duck in Nebraska. 
Wood Duck: This species rare in mid-winter (mid-Jan through mid-Feb) in the south 
and east.  Lakeside Park, a regular wintering site (JR) in Omaha, hosted up 
to 10 (MCe, m. ob.) through the winter.  Westerly was one in Hayes Co 31 
Jan (WF), and singles were on Salt Creek in Lincoln 12 Jan (LE) and at 
Fremont Lakes, Dodge Co, 23 Jan (CCr).  
Gadwall: Not unexpected were scattered mid-Jan through mid-Feb reports from a 
few locations in the south and southeast; best count was the 11 in Lincoln 2 
Feb (LE).  First migrant flock was the 45 at Jack Sinn 12 Feb (ERa).  
American Wigeon: Not unexpected were scattered mid-Jan through mid-Feb reports 
from a few locations in the south and southeast; best count was the 4 at CL 
11 Jan (KHa).  First migrant flock was the 72 at Scottsbluff SL 17 Feb 
(KD). 
American Black Duck: None were reported of this rare but annual winter visitor in 
the east. 
Mallard: Fourth-highest tally on record was the 16,900 carefully estimated at 
Sutherland Res, Lincoln Co, 29 Dec 2016 (WRS); three of the four high 
counts are at this location, previous highs from 15,000-20,000 up to 50,000-
80,000. 
Blue-winged Teal: The only report was of one photographed on a Lincoln water 
treatment plant pond 18 Feb (LE); this is the earliest documented spring 
record, although there are three for Jan of wintering birds. 
Northern Shoveler: Not unexpected were scattered mid-Jan through mid-Feb 
reports from a few locations in the Platte and North Platte River Valleys; up 
to 5 wintered at CL (m. ob.), and 9 were at Scottsbluff SL 17 Feb (KD).  
First migrant flock was rather minimal: 20 at BOL 19 Feb (EJa).  
Northern Pintail: Reports were routine of this locally uncommon statewide winter 
visitor.  
Green-winged Teal: Reports were routine of this locally uncommon winter visitor 
west, south, east. 
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Canvasback: This species is an uncommon less-than-annual mid-winter (11 Jan-3 
Feb) visitor, mostly at LO.  Elsewhere this winter, singles were at Lakeside 
Park, Omaha, 11 Jan (JR), CL 26-28 Jan (JR, DE).  The 12 at BOL 31 Jan 
(SKr) were early migrants; previous EEDs were 1-3 Feb. 
Redhead:  First migrants of this uncommon winter visitor west, south, and east were 
the 34 at BOL 6 Feb (LE).  
Ring-necked Duck: First migrants of this uncommon winter visitor west, south, and 
east were the 28 at DeSoto NWR, Washington Co, 5 Feb (BP).  
Greater Scaup: The only mid-winter (6 Jan-2 Feb) report away from the regular 
wintering location at LO was of an apparently-wintering fem.at Lakeside 
Park, Omaha, 27 Jan (SMa).  Best count was the 40 at LO 31 Dec (ERa). 
Lesser Scaup: First migrants of this uncommon winter visitor west, south, and east 
were the 40 in Lancaster Co 13 Feb (SKr).  The 85 on the Scottsbluff CBC 
20 Dec was a count high (fide AK). 
Surf Scoter:  One in Cass Co 20 Dec (CNK) was rather late; previous ELDs were 
19-20 Dec.  Two at CBL continued from late Nov through 5 Dec (LE), and 
the only other report was of 4 near GPD 2 Dec (JGJ, photo).  
White-winged Scoter: Most of the 10 reports after 20 Dec through Jan are from LO; 
a fem was there 31 Dec-1 Jan (JR, m. ob.).  The only other report was of 
one at Wehrspann L, Sarpy Co, 6 Dec (JGJ).  
Black Scoter:  A fem at CBL in late Nov persisted through 4 Dec (MW, ERa), and 
one was at Wehrspann L, Sarpy Co, 5 Dec (CNK).  A tardy fem was at LO 
31 Dec (JR, m. ob.); this is the 5th record after 17 Dec, all at LO and latest 
15 Jan.  There are no records of overwintering. 
Long-tailed Duck: The only reports were of up to 3 wintering in the GPD area, 
Knox and Cedar Cos, 15 Dec 2016-17 Feb 2017 (RD photo, m. ob.).  
Bufflehead: Reports were routine of this locally uncommon winter visitor west, 
south, east. 
Common Goldeneye: The 350 at BOL 10 Feb (TG) was a good winter tally; away 
from LO high counts are 380-420.  “A few hundred” were at GPD 11 Feb 
(DL, TEL).  
Barrow’s Goldeneye:  None were reported of this rare winter visitor in the North 
Platte River Valley. 
Hooded Merganser: Reports were routine of this rare, locally uncommon, winter 
visitor from Platte and North Platte River Valley counties south and in the 
east. 
Common Merganser: Reports were routine of this locally abundant statewide 
winter visitor. 
Red-breasted Merganser: Less than annual in mid-winter (24 Dec-4 Feb), there 
were three reports: 12 at LO 31 Dec (ERa), reduced to two by 21 Jan (WBe, 
CBa), two at GPD 29 Jan (P&BB), and a male at Grand Island, Hall Co, 3 
Feb (SM). 
Ruddy Duck: Rather early were 1-4 at each of 5 different Lancaster Co locations 
17-19 Feb (m. ob.) and two at LO 18 Feb (BP).  Previous EEDs were 19-22 
Feb.  
Northern Bobwhite: Northwesterly were 10 in the Calamus Res area, Loup and 
Garfield Cos, 27 Dec (WF).  Numbers were high in Harlan Co; tallies of 58 
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and 42 (6 coveys in all) were made by two observers in different parts of the 
CBC circle there 15 Dec (TJW, WRS).  
Gray Partridge: None were reported of this uncommon to rare resident northeast 
and north-central, rare Sioux and Scotts Bluff Cos. 
Ring-necked Pheasant: Reports were routine of this locally common statewide 
resident. 
Sharp-tailed Grouse: Reports were routine of this locally common resident north of 
the Platte River Valley in the central and west, rare northeast; uncommon 
southwest Panhandle; rare south of Platte River east of Panhandle.   
Greater Prairie-Chicken: The 135 in a single flock near Brady, Lincoln Co, 1 Jan 
(TJW) was the largest single flock on record; highest day count was a total 
of 500+ in Wheeler Co 3 Jan 2016.  A good tally also was the 125 in 
southwest Lincoln Co 12 Dec (TEL).  An immature male that made his way 
into a stairwell in the Haymarket, Lincoln, 26 Feb was accused of partying 
too hard; he was to be released at SCP (fide JGJ).  As a knowledgeable 
NGPC employee noted: “you can take the Prairie-Chicken out of the city, 
but you can’t take the city out of a Prairie-Chicken”.  Another first was one 
at Marsh Duck WMA, York Co, 13 Feb; it was the first modern record for 
that location (CL fide JGJ).  Prairie-Chickens are adapting to habitat within 
several WMAs and WPAs in the RWB.  (See photo on page 25.) 
Wild Turkey: The 407 on the North Platte CBC 30 Dec (fide TJW) was a good 
count; CBC highs are 473-524.  A few were displaying in Phelps Co as 
early as 18 Feb (LR, RH).  
Pied-billed Grebe: Two at LO 1 Jan (JR, BP) were rather late; ELDs are 3-6 Jan.  
This species is less than annual in midwinter (7 Jan-21 Feb); there were two 
such reports, neither documented.  One at Crystal Cove L, Dakota Co, 25 
Feb (BFH) was rather early; EEDs are 22-24 Feb. 
Horned Grebe: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide fall migrant; 
ELDs are 2 Jan (three times). 
Red-necked Grebe: None were reported of this rare statewide fall migrant; ELDs 
are 2-4 Jan.   
Eared Grebe: Reports were routine of this common fall migrant west and central, 
fairly common east; ELDs are 18-19 Dec. 
Western Grebe: Stragglers after mid-Dec on western reservoirs are less than annual; 
1-2 at Sutherland Res, Lincoln Co, 10-18 Feb (WBe) were at a location 
where overwintering has occurred, as is the case at LM, where one was 
present 31 Dec (BP).  
Rock Pigeon: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident. 
African Collared-Dove: Pictures were posted to NEBirds of a bird fitting the 
description of this species in the Hickory Hills II area of Papillion 8 Jan 
(MWi).  This location is close to Hogan St, Papillion, where there has been 
an apparently human-assisted colony of these birds for several years.  A 
colony in Boulder Co, Colorado, has persisted unassisted for a while (TF); 
they are generally lighter in overall color than Eurasian Collared-Dove, and 
a key difference is the pure white undertail coverts (black in Eurasian 
Collared-Dove).  African Collared-Dove is no longer on the ABA 
Checklist.  There are a few reports for Nebraska, but these are most likely 
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of escaped or released Ringed Turtle-Doves, the domesticated version, but 
any small breeding colony that is self-sustaining, like the Colorado birds, 
should be monitored and reported.  
Eurasian Collared-Dove: Scottsbluff area is the undisputed stronghold for this 
species; the CBC there on 20 Dec reported a count-high 1450 (fide AK).  
White-winged Dove: There were two reported, one in a Gering yard at least through 
1 Feb RSg), and a surprising 5 in a single tree at Imperial, Chase Co, 30 
Dec (MB).  Few appear through Feb-early Mar, and there are only 6 records 
of overwintering.  
Mourning Dove: Midwinter reports are few in the north and west away from the 
North Platte River Valley, with only 7 previous reports in the period 11 
Nov-12 Feb.  This winter, however, there were three: singles were in 
Cheyenne Co 13 Dec (DKl), Holt Co 28 Dec (WF), and Dawes Co 18 Jan 
(WBe).  Three on 28 Jan were notable for the date and northeastern location 
at Buckskin Hills WMA, Dixon Co, (BFH).  Best count in the southeast, 
where wintering is expected, was 65 at Cunningham L, Douglas Co, 23 Dec 
(NR).  EEDs statewide are 13-14 Feb. 
Anna’s Hummingbird: The first state record bird that appeared at the Omaha 
feeders of the Manning family 19 Nov lingered through 9 Dec (SMa, RMa, 
m. ob.).  The Manning family were gracious hosts to a large number of 
birders.  (See photo on page 24.) 
Virginia Rail: None were reported of this uncommon local winter visitor North 
Platte Valley, central Niobrara Valley, and Dundy Co. 
American Coot: Reports were routine of this locally uncommon statewide winter 
visitor. 
Sandhill Crane: Peak count reported was 66,000 in Buffalo Co 26 Feb (fide JLe).   
Common Crane: A report 7 Feb of one 70 miles west of Kearney was 
undocumented and the bird could not be relocated by others 11 Feb. 
Killdeer: Away from regular wintering areas, mostly in the Platte and North Platte 
River Valleys, there were two reports of rather early arrivals: one was in 
Sarpy Co 11 Feb (MSh), and two were in Nemaha Co the same day (JGJ).  
EEDs are 10-11 Feb. 
Least Sandpiper: Two at Wagon Train L SRA, Lancaster Co, 5 Dec (LE) were the 
4th latest on record; there are 3 other Dec records through 17 Dec. 
Wilson’s Snipe: Although a rare winter visitor statewide with most records from the 
western parts of the Platte and North Platte River Valleys, it may occur 
anywhere a seep exists.  One such was along the Dismal River in Hooker 
Co 23 Jan (WF).   
American Woodcock: Arrival was rather early; EEDs were 22-27 Feb, but 3 in 
Douglas Co 21 Feb (JR) and 2 at each of two apparently different locations 
near Cunningham L 22 Feb (BP, JR), changed the EEDs to 21,22,22 Feb. 
Greater Yellowlegs: There were late fall and early spring records.  Four flushed 
near SCP 4 Dec (RSt) provided the 8th record for Dec for the state, while 
two photographed in Buffalo Co 27 Feb (BBr) were the third Feb record for 
the state.  There are even 3 records for Jan.  
Bonaparte’s Gull: Up to 4 at LO 31 Dec 2016-1 Jan 2017 (BP, JR, ERa) were 
rather late; ELDs are 3-5 Jan.  
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Franklin’s Gull: None were reported of this abundant statewide spring and fall 
migrant: ELDs are 18-20 Dec and EEDs are 16-19 Feb.  
Ring-billed Gull: The 5000-8000 at Wehrspann L, Sarpy Co, 5-6 Dec, attracted by 
huge amounts of dead fish (CNK, JGJ) was third-highest fall tally on 
record. 
California Gull: Reports away from LM are rare; an ad at LNB 19 Feb (TJW) was 
presumably an early-migrating individual of the Interior subspecies Larus 
californicus albertaensis.  A first-year bird at HCR 15 Dec (WRS) was also 
a rare find away from LM.  
Herring Gull: The 780 in Washington Co 20 Feb (DGl) was a good tally; high 
spring counts are 1000-2000.  
Thayer’s Gull: Two ads and a first-year were expected at LM 31 Dec-1 Jan (JR, 
ERa, BP), but, away from there, rare occurrences were of a first-winter at 
GPD 4 Dec (RD, photo) and another apparent first winter at LNB 19 Feb 
(TJW).  A note of caution: it is virtually impossible to separate the darkest 
“Kumlien’s” from Thayer’s Gulls; almost all sightings of both forms in 
Nebraska are probably on the cline between the two.  A bird at GPD 2 Dec 
was reported as possibly a pale Thayer’s Gull or a “Kumlien’s” Gull (JGJ).  
Lesser Black-backed Gull: Last in fall were 3 ads at LO 1 Jan (JR, BP) and first in 
spring two ads at LO 18 Feb (BP). 
Glaucous Gull: Only four were reported, a typical winter: one was at BOL 1 Dec 
(LE), single imms were on the North Platte CBC 30 Dec (fide TJW), at LO 
31 Dec-1 Jan (JR, BP, ERa), and at Sutherland Res, Lincoln Co, 29 Dec 
(WRS).  
Common Loon:  One on the HCR CBC 15 Dec (WRS) was rather late; ELDs are 
17-19 Dec.  Much more surprising was one about a month early, if indeed 
migrating, at BOL 16-18 Feb (TG photo, GR, SKr); EEDs are 21-22 Mar.  
This sighting provided only the third record for Feb for the state. 
Double-crested Cormorant: Fall ELDs are 22 Dec (three times); there are 6 later 
dates extending into early Jan and a few mid-winter dates of birds not 
known to be overwintering.  Rather late this fall was one at Sutherland Res 
through 29 Dec (WRS, WBe), a location where wintering has occurred.  
Spring EEDs are 27 Feb-2 Mar, but presumed migrants arrived early this 
spring: 9 were at HL 14 Feb (DL) and a flock of 35 flew over ICSP 17 Feb 
(LF, SQ).  Singles at Hiatt Wetlands, North Platte, and Sutherland Res 18 
Feb (BP) were at locations where wintering has occurred in previous years. 
American White Pelican: Up to 12 wintered at Sutherland Res (WBe, m. ob.).  As 
with Double-crested Cormorant, spring migrants appeared rather early; 
previous EEDs were 20-22 Feb, and so rather early were 16 at LO 18 Feb 
(BP), 14 at BOL 19 Feb (CMc), 22 at PL 22 Feb (LE), and 15 at LNB 22 
Feb (MN). 
Great Blue Heron: The 17 at LO 1 Jan (JR, BP) was an excellent count for the date.  
Jan dates are rare for this species, and generally limited to the Platte and 
North Platte River Valleys. 
Turkey Vulture: Road kill must be thawing earlier, as this species has been arriving 
early in recent years.  EEDs are 25-26 Feb, but in 2016 there were 4 reports 
19-20 Feb, and this year, 4 reports 19-22 Feb: one over FF 19 Feb (JLL), 
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one over Omaha the same day (JMt), one over Lincoln 21 Feb (RSt), and 3 
over Gretna 22 Feb (DSt).  
Osprey: Third-latest on record was one at Wagon Train L SRA, Lancaster Co, 5 Dec 
(EJa).  ELDs are 19-21 Nov and there are now only 4 records for Dec.  
Unprecedented for Nebraska in Feb was a report of one at Offutt Base L, 
Sarpy Co, 27 Feb, about a month early; without a photo this record is 
considered hypothetical only.  EEDs are 19-22 Mar. 
Bald Eagle: Best count reported was the 89 at LNB 13 Feb (MN).  Mid-winter high 
counts are 284-316. 
Northern Harrier: Three were working a recently-disked field in Perkins Co 18 Feb 
(AWa); most sightings in winter are of singles, although large aggregations 
can occur at times.  
Sharp-shinned Hawk: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide winter 
visitor. 
Cooper’s Hawk: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide winter visitor. 
Northern Goshawk: None were reported of this rare statewide winter visitor. 
Red-shouldered Hawk: Although regular in winter in low numbers in the southeast, 
only one was reported: a juv in Douglas Co 11 Feb (JR, photo).  
Red-tailed Hawk: An apparent near-albino (red eye, “touch of red” in tail) in 
Frontier Co 4 Dec (MB) was likely the same bird that has wintered there for 
6-8 years (TJW).  
Rough-legged Hawk: Numbers were good in Dec following a cold front; CBC local 
high counts were set at Seward-BOL with 17 on 18 Dec (fide JG) and 
Scottsbluff with 14 on 20 Dec (fide AK). 
Ferruginous Hawk: Reports were routine of this uncommon winter visitor central 
and west. 
Golden Eagle: Easternmost was an ad on the Ames CBC, Dodge Co, 21 Dec (CNK 
fide D&JP); most easterly reports are of imms.  
Eastern Screech-Owl: Reports were routine of this common resident east and 
central, uncommon west. 
Great Horned Owl: A notoriously early nester, copulation was observed in Douglas 
Co 3 Feb (JR); earliest egg date for Nebraska is 18 Jan. 
Snowy Owl: Reports were typical of a non-irruption winter, with three reports.  The 
star of the show was an ad male that excited observers in downtown North 
Platte 13-27 Feb (TJW, m. ob.); it may have been the same bird that was 
there last winter and may have been present since 3 Jan  (TJW).  
Barred Owl: Not unexpected, but significant was one flushed on the HCR CBC 15 
Dec (fide JGJ); this is the westernmost record to date in the Republican 
River Valley, after reports from Riverton in 2012 and Bloomington in 2015, 
both in Franklin Co.  
Long-eared Owl: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide winter visitor. 
Short-eared Owl: There were more reports than usual of this uncommon nomadic 
winter visitor; about 15 individuals were reported statewide (m. ob.).  
Northern Saw-whet Owl: Eastern reports of presumably-wintering birds were of 
one heard at DeSoto NWR 30 Dec (JT), and one photographed at Summit L 
SRA, Burt Co, 31 Dec (SMa, RMa).  Additional reports were of 1-3 calling 
birds in cedar canyons in Dawson and Lincoln Cos, known wintering areas, 
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8-27 Feb (TJW, LDe, PD); these birds begin calling in Feb but breeding has 
not been proven (yet). 
Belted Kingfisher: Almost always resigned to the “Reports were routine” category, 
finally a non-routine mention: a good tally of 12 made the North Platte CBC 
30 Dec (fide TJW).  Only Lincoln in 2011 had a higher count, that of 16. 
Red-headed Woodpecker: As expected, most reports were from the southeast, but 
rare northerly mid-winter reports were of two ads in Knox Co 14 Jan (GR), 
and one in a burned area north of the Norden Bridge, Keya Paha Co, 20 Feb 
(MH).  Somewhat northerly were two ads in Stanton Co 18 Feb (GR).  
Red-bellied Woodpecker: A recent (Mar 2017) check of eBird records showed that 
of a total of 99 Panhandle records for this species, 86 are from the North 
Platte River Valley, 50 of these in Scotts Bluff Co.  Thus, away from the 
North Platte River Valley in the Panhandle this species is rare.  An apparent 
second record for Sheridan Co was of one photographed in Gordon 17 Feb 
(BWo); the only prior record was of an isolated nesting near Gordon in 
1959.  
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker: Westernmost was one wintering at North Platte 19 Dec-
20 Feb (TJW), another was nearby at L Maloney, Lincoln Co, 31 Dec (LR, 
RH).  Sightings are rare in the central part of the state after mid-Dec, even 
along the Platte and North Platte River Valleys, as well as in the north, 
where one was at Calamus Res, Garfield Co, 27 Dec (WF).  
Downy Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this common eastern and central 
resident, fairly common west. 
Hairy Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this common western and central 
resident, fairly common east. 
Northern Flicker: CBC data indicate that about 3% of winter flickers in the east are 
“Red-shafted”, and eBird data this winter for flickers in the east identified 
as “Red-shafted” or “Yellow-shafted” indicate that 2 of 66 such reports 
were of “Red-shafted” birds, or about 3%, as suggested by overall CBC 
data.  However, the Seward-BOL CBC 18 Dec counted 4 out of 34 
identified flickers as “Red-shafted” (fide JG), or about 12%. 
Pileated Woodpecker: This species is expanding its range westward in major river 
drainages wherever mature riparian forest occurs.  Reports continue from 
the Platte River Valley in Dodge Co, where one was found 2.5 miles west 
of Ames on the CBC there 21 Dec (fide D&JP).  An intriguing report came 
from a tributary of the Big Blue River a few miles north of Beatrice, where 
there is an “untouched” tract of mature riparian forest; Pileated 
Woodpeckers have been seen there regularly since the observer purchased 
the property Aug 2016 (JSc).  
American Kestrel: Courtship flights were observed in Lincoln 21 Feb; last year 
such flights were first noticed 26 Feb (TEL).  Earliest Nebraska egg dates 
are 6 Apr.   
Merlin: The taiga breeder and long-distance migrant Falco columbarius 
columbarius is rare in winter; one in Douglas Co 22 Jan (SMa) was only the 
9th in the period 1 Jan-9 Feb.  
Peregrine Falcon: All reports but one were from Omaha and Lincoln, presumably 
resident birds.  There are now two breeding locations in Omaha; a pair has 
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bred at the North Omaha Power Plant in 2015 and 2016, although a sighting 
there 17 Feb appeared to be of a new bird (JT).  Copulation was observed at 
the power plant 17 Feb (JR).  The other report was of one rather late at 
Sutherland Res 2 Dec (WBe); its underwings were described as “light”.  
There are several previous reports in Dec away from Omaha and Lincoln. 
Prairie Falcon: This species is a rare winter visitor in the east, although reports 
seem to be increasing.  This winter there were 2 reports from Missouri 
River counties: 30 Dec Washington Co (AG) and 11 Feb Carter L, Douglas 
Co, (SMa, BW), and two other reports from the east: 29 Jan Dodge Co (RS) 
and 18 Feb Wayne Co (GR).  
Loggerhead Shrike: This species occurs in mid-winter only in the southeast, where 
it is rare.  The only report was of one in Johnson Co 5 Feb (JGJ, photos).  
None were reported on CBCs.  
Northern Shrike: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide winter 
visitor.  
Pinyon Jay: None were reported of this enigmatic and erratic but regular 
northwestern winter visitor.  
Blue Jay: Interestingly, on the DeSoto CBC 30 Dec, the only species recording a 
record low count was Blue Jay, at 57 (fide JT).  Blue Jays can be nomadic 
in winter; it is thought that most Nebraska breeding Blue Jays are resident. 
Black-billed Magpie:  This species is struggling.  A total of only about 20 birds (m. 
ob.) was reported.  The only CBC reports were of 18 at LM (fide SJD), 2 at 
North Platte (fide TJW), and 15 at Scottsbluff (fide AK, KD).  The three in 
Knox Co near the Niobrara River Valley 26 Feb (MB) were the first 
sighting in Knox Co since 9 Sep 2011 and prior to that Jul 2008 (MB, BB).  
One was at Pressey WMA, Custer Co, 30 Dec (MB), and another along 
Plum Creek, Seward Co, 29 Jan (ASp).   
American Crow: One was carrying nest material rather early, 20 Feb, at BOL (LE); 
previous date range for nest-building was 2-23 Mar. 
Common Raven: The brief appearance of two birds in North Platte 27 Feb, again at 
a fast food restaurant, was reported by an experienced naturalist from inside 
the restaurant, but the only description was that they were heard to “croak” 
as they departed.  Sooner or later, someone will get a photo or recording of 
a putative Common Raven in the state; to date, reports have been enigmatic 
and largely inconclusive.  
Horned Lark: Birds were on territories in western Nebraska 16 Feb (WM); this is a 
typical date for this early nester. 
Black-capped Chickadee: The 50 estimated at Arbor Lodge SHP, Otoe Co, 20 Feb 
(MSh) was a good count.  On the other hand, none were found by an 
experienced observer on his section of the Seward-BOL CBC 18 Dec (LE), 
although temperatures ranging from 13 below to 13 above might have been 
a factor. 
Tufted Titmouse: Numbers decrease rapidly west of Missouri River Valley counties 
and north of Washington Co; reports around the north and west edge of the 
current range were of one northerly in Dodge Co 19 Dec (BLu), only the 
4th Dodge Co record, 30 Dec Washington Co (AG), 17 Feb Saline Co (2; 
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JHo), 18-19 Feb singles at each of 3 feeders in Lincoln (MHu, LPl, PCo), 
and 5 Feb Pawnee Co (2; JGJ).   
Red-breasted Nuthatch: Reports were widespread this winter, with reports 
increasing as winter progressed into Feb (eBird data), but not at irruption 
levels.  This species is an irregular uncommon statewide visitor in winter. 
White-breasted Nuthatch: The CBC count high of 13 at North Platte 30 Dec (fide 
TJW), is suggestive of this species’ tendency to increase its numbers in the 
Platte and North Platte River Valleys in winter; sightings also increase in 
areas where it is a rare breeder, suggesting noticeable fall and winter 
movement. 
Pygmy Nuthatch: Reports were routine of this common northern Panhandle 
pinewoods resident. 
Brown Creeper: Numbers in winter are highest in deciduous woods; a record high 
non-CBC winter tally was the 10 at Towl Park, Omaha, 31 Dec (JSw).  
Previous high was 6 (five times). 
Rock Wren: A remarkable record was of one that was wintering on rip-rap along the 
southeast shore of LM; it was photographed for the LM CBC 31 Dec 
(J&GB).  At least one has wintered at this location previously (J&GB). 
    This Rock Wren was an unexpected participant in the L McConaughy CBC 31 Dec 2016,  
     here photographed by Jay Belsan; it summered in the same location on lakeside riprap. 
 
Canyon Wren: Nebraska’s 5th record of this species, one that appeared at the 
Shoemaker Ranch in remote Cherry Co 28 Oct and was seen by many (see 
Fall Seasonal Report), remained until 3 Dec (MSS, JJ, MB, photo).  The 
ranch owners departed soon after and it is not known whether this bird 
lingered later.  (See photo on page 23.) 
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Winter Wren: Somewhat northerly were singles in Burt Co 18 Feb (DHo) and 
Dodge Co 1 Jan (GR).  Wintering is rare and confined to the southeast. 
Marsh Wren: One at Jack Sinn 29 Dec (SMa) is only the second late Dec-Feb 
record in the east.  Overwintering is expected in Nebraska only in the North 
Platte River Valley; up to 6 were at LO 31 Dec-1 Jan (ERa, JR), 8 were 
counted on the LM CBC 31 Dec (fide SJD), and 3 were still there 18 Feb 
(BP).  
Carolina Wren: Northerly and westerly reports were of one at the GPD Visitor 
Center 21 Dec (GSm), one wintering in North Platte (TJW), one at 
Hastings, Adams Co, throughout Feb (PSa), one present for 3 weeks 
through 29 Jan in Grand Island (SM), and one near Indianola, Red Willow 
Co, 19 Feb (MB, DSt).  
Golden-crowned Kinglet: Reports were routine of this rare mid-winter (Jan-Feb) 
visitor to the southeast half of the state. 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet: In recent years this species has occurred more often in 
winter, although reports away from the east and Platte River Valley are few; 
there are only 6 mid-winter (Dec-Feb) records in the north and west.  There 
are winter reports as far west as Keith Co in the Platte and North Platte 
River Valleys, and so westerly were singles in Lincoln Co 19 and 30 Dec 
(TJW) and 19 Feb (TJW).  Two were on the HCR CBC 15 Dec (fide JGJ).  
Eastern Bluebird: This species is rare in the north and west in mid-winter; apart 
from 3 reports in Jan of 1-3 birds each in Brown, Boyd, and Keya Paha Cos 
(WF, KCo, BNi), the only northerly reports were of two in Sherman Co 10 
Feb (WF) and one in Thomas Co 21 Feb (WF).  
Mountain Bluebird: Reports away from the Platte River Valley and cedar breaks in 
Lincoln, Gosper, and Hayes Cos are few; this winter a fem was in Kimball 
Co 27 Dec (SMl, CWo, JBa), two were at NNF Halsey 4 Dec (WJH fide 
LR, RH), 9 were near Oshkosh, Garden Co, 1 Dec (ZHu), and 4 were in 
Arthur Co 19 Feb (WF).  The last two reports may be of migrants between 
the west and southwest wintering areas. 
Townsend’s Solitaire: The only report for the east, where less-than-annual in 
occurrence, was one at a spot where the species has been found on earlier 
CBCs within the Seward-BOL CBC circle 18 Dec (fide JG, ETH, MBe). 
Hermit Thrush: Over-wintering (Jan-Feb) generally occurs only in the southeast, 
but even there records are few.  An ad banded at Schramm SP, Sarpy Co, 4 
Feb (RS, DMa photo, IHo) was probably wintering, while other candidates 
were one at Summit L SRA, Burt Co, 7 Jan (SMa photo) and one at BOL 25 
Feb (LE).  A significant find was a grayish bird in Frontier Co 19 Feb (MB 
photo).  While it has been assumed here that grayish Hermit Thrushes in 
western Nebraska are likely eastward stragglers of the Rocky Mountains 
subspecies Catharus guttatus auduboni, accumulating evidence suggests 
that such birds found at any distance from the Colorado and Wyoming 
foothills are likely to be migrants of at least two subspecies from the Pacific 
Northwest.  Most are measurably smaller than C. g. auduboni (see 2013 Fall 
Seasonal Report for a Nebraska example).  This migration pattern resembles 
that followed in fall by Townsend’s Warbler and Cassin’s Vireo.  
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American Robin: Reports were routine of this abundant but erratic statewide winter 
visitor. 
Gray Catbird: Last reported was a single in Sarpy Co on the Omaha CBC 28 Dec 
(D&JP, GR).  Dec reports are not unexpected, but overwintering is less-
than-annual. 
Brown Thrasher: As with Gray Catbird, over-wintering is less-than-annual, but one 
made it through the period in a Lincoln yard (M&CVDB photo).  Another, 
possibly with an injured leg, persisted until 5 Jan in an Omaha yard (KGo, 
photo).  Jan reports are not uncommon, but decline rapidly after mid-Jan. 
Northern Mockingbird: Only the 8th mid-winter (8 Jan-1Mar) report was of one in 
Webster Co 16 Feb (LB).  There are two records of over-wintering, both in 
the south.  Northerly for the date was one in Knox Co 4 Dec (WF).  
European Starling: The count of 3500 in Knox Co 14 Jan (GR) was larger than any 
of the individual CBC totals other than the 7250 at Norfolk 30 Dec (fide 
DH).  Very large flocks in Dec (highs are 100,000- 250,044) are migrants; 
such flocks are absent in mid-winter. 
Bohemian Waxwing:  None were reported of this common but highly erratic winter 
visitor on the Pine Ridge. 
Cedar Waxwing: Reports were routine of this common statewide winter visitor. 
House Sparrow: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide resident. 
American Pipit: The first Jan record for the state was of 3-4 at Keystone Dam, LO, 
1 Jan 2017 (JR, BP).  There are no records for 2 Jan-4 Mar. 
Brambling: Perhaps the highlight of the winter season was the appearance 8 Jan at 
the Padelfords’ Bellevue feeder of Nebraska’s 4th Brambling; the generous 
hosts welcomed 26 observers the first day.  The bird, a male molting into 
alternate plumage, was seen through 10 Jan.  Probably the same bird was 
photographed in another Bellevue yard about 4 miles from the Padelford 
residence 16 Jan (fide L&BP).  (See photo on page 23; article on page 32.) 
Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch: None were reported of this rare western winter visitor. 
House Finch: Reports were routine of this common statewide winter visitor. 
Purple Finch: The 28 at PL 27 Feb (LE) was a good count; highs are 30-124.     
Cassin’s Finch: The only report was of 6 on the LM CBC 31 Dec (WRS).  In the 
sun, they were brighter red than accompanying House Finches, with 
prominent redpoll-like caps and brown napes.  This species has been found 
a few times previously on the LM CBC. 
Red Crossbill: Remarkably, the only report this winter was of a single bird on the 
Scottsbluff CBC 20 Dec (fide AK).  This species is usually common in 
winter in the west.  
Common Redpoll: None were reported of this uncommon to rare statewide winter 
visitor; winters without reports are rare, but occur more often than for Red 
Crossbill.  Redpolls have been reported on CBCs in about 2/3 of the years 
since the 1960s. 
Pine Siskin: This species was present in low numbers, with 1-5 reported at several 
locations in the southeast, totaling only about 30, and only one report from 
the west, that of 15 at Wildcat Hills NC, Scotts Bluff Co, 15 Feb (KD).  
Only 38 were reported on CBCs. 
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Lesser Goldfinch: An extraordinary record, both for location and date, was of a 
green-backed male attending a Murray, Cass Co, feeder 10 Dec-14 Jan (RS 
photo, BP photo, CNK photo).  The only other winter record for Nebraska 
was of one at a Scottsbluff feeder Feb 2008.   (See photo on page 23.) 
 
 
This Lesser Goldfinch, Nebraska’s second for winter, amazingly appeared about as far east as 
possible in the state, in Murray, Cass Co, 10 Dec 2016-14 Jan 2017, here photographed by 
Loren Padelford 11 Dec.  
 
American Goldfinch: Best counts reported were at opposite ends of the state; 200 
were near Palmyra, Otoe Co, 18 Feb (GHo) and 150 were at the Kay 
Cheney feeder in Grant, Perkins Co, 20 Feb (AWa). 
Lapland Longspur: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide winter visitor. 
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Snow Bunting: This was a quiet winter for this species.  Of 5 non-CBC reports, 4 
were of single birds scattered statewide 29 Dec-18 Feb (TG, AGr, WBe, 
BFH), and the other the only flock reported, 20+ near Ashland 9 Jan (WM).  
The only CBC reports were of 6 at LM 31 Dec (fide SJD) and one at North 
Platte 30 Dec (fide TJW). 
Pine Warbler: This species is relatively cold-tolerant; there were two records of 
overwintering, and five previous records for Dec; this season, one was at a 
Fremont, Dodge Co, feeder 4 Dec (CCr, photos).  
 
This Pine Warbler, Nebraska’s 6th for Dec (there are two additional records of overwintering) 
was at a Fremont, Dodge Co, feeder 4 Dec, and photographed that day by Charlotte Croshaw.  
 
Yellow-rumped (Myrtle) Warbler: Reports in Feb were rare prior to the winter of 
2010-2011, but since then have been fairly numerous, albeit restricted to the 
south.  There are a few exceptions, however; this winter one was in Thomas 
Co 22 Feb (WF).  Any Jan-Feb report from the north is noteworthy; a group 
of 10 was in Brown Co 14 Jan (KCo).  
Spotted Towhee: Westerly for the date was one on the North Platte CBC 30 Dec 
(fide TJW); by mid-winter (Jan-early Feb) few are found away from the 
southeast and along the Platte River to central Nebraska. 
Eastern Towhee: This species is less than annual and its range is restricted to the 
extreme southeast in mid-winter (Dec-Feb) more so than that of Spotted 
Towhee.  There were more reports than usual this winter; singles were in 
Omaha 4 Dec (BP, imm male, photo), at FF 22 Jan (JR, fem, photo), 
Schramm SP, Sarpy Co, 4 Feb (MSh), and again at FF 16 Feb (JR).  A bit 
out of range for the date was a male that had been at a Seward Co feeder for 
awhile prior to 15 and 18 Dec (JG, photo).  
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American Tree Sparrow:  Reports were routine of this abundant statewide winter 
visitor. 
Chipping Sparrow: There are no documented records of overwintering, no records 
for Feb, and only three previous Jan records, thus one at a Bellevue feeder 7 
Jan and presumably the same bird there 20 Feb (ARy) very likely wintered.  
Records into late Dec are rare; one was in Sarpy Co 24 Dec (JGJ), and 
another was in an Omaha yard 16 and 28 Dec (SMa, photo).  
Field Sparrow: The only report was of one on the DeSoto NWR CBC 30 Dec (fide 
JT).  Reports decline rapidly by late Dec. 
Savannah Sparrow: The only report was of one in Sarpy Co 19 Feb (EB); it was 
only the 11th Jan-Feb record for the state.  EEDs are 9-11 Mar. 
Fox Sparrow: Good numbers were at FF, where best count was the 11 on 16 Feb 
(JR).  Northernmost along the Missouri River Valley were 2 at Summit L 
SRA, Burt Co, 22 Jan (BP photo), and a bit west of the expected range for 
the dates were the three on the Harlan Co Res CBC 15 Dec (TJW) and one 
in Adams Co 18 Feb (BBr photo).    
Song Sparrow: This species winters (late Dec-Feb) from the Platte and North Platte 
River Valleys southward and in the east, except for the southern Panhandle 
and the 4 southwesternmost counties.  Thus of interest were 2 at Oliver Res, 
Kimball Co, 27 Dec (SMl, TLo, CWo, JBa) and one at Calamus Res, 
Garfield Co, the same day (WF).   
Lincoln’s Sparrow: Jan-Feb reports are few, and are either wintering birds or 
possibly more likely represent an early northward movement from 
wintering areas just south of Nebraska.  Most are from the southeast.  This 
winter such reports were of one at ICSP 11 Feb (JGJ photo), 18 Feb 
Schramm SP (DMa photo), 19 Feb SCP (EA), and 20 Feb ICSP (4; MSh).  
EEDs are 19-20 Mar. 
Swamp Sparrow: This species winters each year in low numbers in the southeast.  
Westernmost was one on the HCR CBC 15 Dec (WRS) and northerly was 
another on the Ames CBC 21 Dec (fide D&JP).  
White-throated Sparrow: Feb reports away from the southeast wintering range are 
rare: two were in Sherman Co 10 Feb (WF).  In Dec-early Jan scattered 
reports away from the wintering range are not unexpected, such as two on 
the North Platte CBC 30 Dec (fide TJW), one at Sutherland Res, Lincoln 
Co, 26 Dec (DCo, RHe), and one in Knox Co 8 Jan (CNK).  Best count of 
wintering birds was the 61 at FF 22 Jan (JR).  
Harris’s Sparrow: A little west of the expected winter range in southern and eastern 
Nebraska was one at a Scotts Bluff Co feeder 25 Feb (KD).  Northerly were 
up to 4 in Knox Co 1 Jan-21 Feb (MB, m. ob.) accompanying a western 
vagrant Golden-crowned Sparrow (see that species).  
White-crowned Sparrow: This species is most numerous in winter in the west, as 
exemplified for mid-late Dec by the count of 268 on the Scottsbluff CBC 20 
Dec (fide AK), compared with 116 on the HCR CBC 15 Dec (fide JGJ) and 
only 7 on the Omaha CBC 28 Dec (fide RS).  Numbers are much reduced, 
even in the west, by Jan; best Jan count there was the 27 near Mitchell 7 Jan 
(KD).  The only northerly report away from the west was of an imm that 
hung with the western-oriented Zonotrichia crowd (and an easterly Pink-
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sided Junco to boot- see that form) in Knox Co 1 Jan through at least 28 Feb 
(MB, m. ob.).  
Golden-crowned Sparrow: Nebraska’s first winter record was of one that delighted 
many observers by remaining at a Knox Co location 1 Jan through the 
period, largely or entirely as a result of Mark Brogie’s generous 
maintenance of a seed supply at its rural location (MB, m. ob.).  There are 5 
spring and fall records of this species, which usually accompanies White-
crowned Sparrows and reflects their Nebraska distribution, including rarity 
in mid-winter.  (See photos on page 24.) 
Dark-eyed (Slate-colored) Junco: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide 
winter visitor. 
Dark-eyed (Cassiar) Junco: Reports continue to increase statewide as observers 
understand the characteristics of this form, which may have arisen as a 
stable hybrid of Slate-colored and Pink-sided.  However, many individuals 
are probably best left unidentified, such as the bird pictured below 
photographed in Lincoln 30 Jan (SKr).  Apparent “good” Cassiar Juncos 
were in an Omaha yard 16 Dec (SMa) and in Bellevue 3 Feb (EB).  
 
 
This junco provides a tough case for identification; it was photographed by Steve Kruse in 
Lincoln 30 Jan.  A fair guess might be female Cassiar due to the presence of some Pink-sided 
features, but it is best left unidentified.  
 
Dark-eyed (Oregon) Junco: Reports were routine for this abundant western winter 
visitor, uncommon east. 
Dark-eyed (Pink-sided) Junco: The westerly credentials of the Golden-crowned 
Sparrow group in Knox Co were enhanced by the presence of an easterly 
Pink-sided 7 Jan-6 Feb (MW photo, m. ob.).  The only other easterly 
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reports, where documented records are less-than-annual, were of one 
wintering in Lancaster Co seen 17 Dec and 28 Jan (ERa) and 3 in Nuckolls 
Co 5 Dec (DE).  
Dark-eyed (Gray-headed) Junco: The only report of this less-than-annual statewide 
winter visitor was of one at a Scotts Bluff Co feeder 14 Dec (KD photo) that 
was counted on the Scottsbluff CBC 20 Dec (fide AK). 
  
 
This Dark-eyed (Gray-headed) Junco, Nebraska’s 20th, was photographed by Kathy DeLara in 
her Scotts Bluff Co yard 14 Dec; it remained for the CBC there 20 Dec.  
 
Dark-eyed (White-winged) Junco: This form is an uncommon winter visitor in the 
west; the only reports were of one in a Scotts Bluff Co yard 17 Dec (KD), 
two on the Scottsbluff CBC 20 Dec (fide AK), and one on the LM CBC 31 
Dec (fide SJD).  The Scotts Bluff CBC had 5 junco forms: Slate-colored 84, 
Oregon 29, Pink-sided 15, White-winged 2, and Gray-headed 1 (fide AK).  
Northern Cardinal: One of fewer than 5 records for the western Sandhills and 
Niobrara River Valley in the Panhandle was a pair in Gordon 20 Feb that 
had been present for several months (BWo, photo).  Most Panhandle 
records are from Scotts Bluff Co (now 50+) and the North Platte River 
Valley, with few elsewhere. 
Red-winged Blackbird: Reports were routine of this uncommon mid-winter (Jan to 
mid-Feb) visitor North Platte River Valley, south and east, rare elsewhere. 
 
 
<Continued on Page 31.> 
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WINTER FIELD REPORT, December 2016 to February 2017 
 
 
Eastern Meadowlark: Other than vocalizations, spring arrival is difficult to 
determine.  Singing is first heard in mid-late Feb; one was calling in 
Lancaster Co 10 Feb (EJa) and first songs reported were from 4 birds at 
BOL 16 Feb (TG).  Earliest records of singing are 13-16 Feb. 
Western Meadowlark: Reports were routine of this uncommon winter visitor south 
and east, rare elsewhere. 
Yellow-headed Blackbird: Rather early were two at Schramm SP, Sarpy Co, 18 
Feb (DMa) and another in Clay Co the same day (JGJ); EEDs are 14-16 
Feb. 
Rusty Blackbird: There were several reports of this uncommon winter visitor, all in 
the east as expected, although westerly were 8 in Polk Co 29 Nov (SM).  
Best count was 23 in Bellevue 1 Jan (AG).  
Brewer’s Blackbird: None were reported during the period after a group of 5 on the 
HCR CBC 15 Dec (fide JGJ).  There were no other CBC reports; this 
species mostly departs Nebraska in mid-winter. 
Common Grackle: Mid-winter (5 Jan-12 Feb) records are usually of singles, and are 
uncommon and restricted to the south and east.  This winter one was in 
Grand Island, Hall Co, 29 Jan (SM), two were at BOL 30 Jan and 6 Feb 
(LE), and 6 were in Hastings, Adams Co, 6 Feb (PSa).  Noteworthy for the 
location and date were 3 with Red-winged Blackbirds in Dakota Co 29 Jan 
(BFH). 
Great-tailed Grackle: This species has become a regular winter visitor in the 
Lincoln area and westerly in the Platte and North Platte River Valleys.  Best 
counts were from Lancaster Co: 450 in northeast Lincoln 15 Feb (RE) and 
250 at Jack Sinn 4 Feb (SSc).  
Brown-headed Cowbird: Northerly for the date and number of birds were the 16 on 
the Norfolk CBC 30 Dec (fide DH).  Wintering is rare, and typically is of a 
small number flocking with Red-winged Blackbirds.  Atypical therefore 
was the impressive mid-winter count of 80 in a Red-winged Blackbird flock 
in Cass Co 29 Jan (JGJ).  Six on 2 Feb at BOL (LE) were with a mixed 
flock of “blackbirds”.  EEDs for spring in the southeast were 13-20 Feb, but 
this spring 2-3 were in Saline and Butler Cos 17 Feb (JHo, GR), which 
adjusted the EEDs to 13-17 Feb.  Arrival is later, Mar and Apr, away from 
the southeast, thus surprising were the 20 in Cedar Co 19 Feb (TMo). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
